
FORESTRY FIRE PILOT:
TOM HUMANN DISCUSSES 
FIREFIGHTING FROM THE AIR

Tom Humann is one of Cal Fire’s 20 Forestry Fire Pilots 
that gets deployed to fight fires from the air. In this case,  
Humann is the pilot of a converted Bell Huey Army helicopter 
that was specially augmented by CAL FIRE mechanics to 
withstand extreme fire conditions.
 
He is part of an elite group. CAL FIRE has the largest aerial 
firefighting fleet in the world consisting of over 50 air tank-
ers, airplanes and helicopters along with a support crew. 
CAL FIRE’s ability to adapt military aircraft for firefighting 
has been replicated across the country by other jurisdic-
tions.

They deploy throughout California to fight fires and perform 
rescue operations in dangerous terrain. CAL FIRE’s mission 
is to completely contain and mitigate a forest fire to protect 
lives, property and natural resources.

GETTING STARTED

Humann got his start as a Marine helicopter pilot for 12 
years, even flying for Marine One — the exclusive group of 
pilots that fly and escort the President and his staff.

“I distinctly remember watching the events of 9/11 unfold 
and being deployed to secure our aircraft and escort Vice 
President Cheney to an undisclosed location,” said Hu-
mann.

It was in this post that he was first introduced and ul-
timately associated with CAL FIRE. It was during the 
firestorm of 2003 in Southern California — where President 
Bush wanted to survey the fire damage — that Humann 
got a taste of what firefighting from the air really meant. 

“The widespread devastation was just remarkable,” said 
Humann. “The fire whirls and exploding trees is something 
you don’t always see.”
  
The Witch and Harris Fires in San Diego County burned 
nearly 288,430 acres.

CAL FIRE

Just 2 years later, he would join CAL FIRE and worked 
to adapt his military skills for firefighting. In doing so,  
Humann learned how to navigate fire terrain and respond 
to changes in fire behavior; how to operate within the fire 
traffic air space; and how to operate the water bucket.

As a pilot in command, Humann is responsible for a crew 
of two fire captains and six firefighters that deploy along 
with himself to a fire event. Humann drops his ground 
crew off and works from the air to drop retardant and  
water on a growing wildfire, while the crew helps to  
assess the situation from the ground, and begin to work 
the fire lines and remove vegetation. Humann is also  
responsible for communicating with troops on the ground 
to convey the fire behavior from up above, as well as with 
the air attack crew which manages all aerial crews on a 
given fire.

A pilot has a distinct advantage of seeing the fire pattern, 
where it’s headed, if it’s closing in on an area or threaten-
ing ground crews, and it’s essential that Humann conveys 
that fire behavior information to the ground crews.

At the time of the writing of this article, he was assigned 
to the King Fire that had burned more than 97,000 acres of 
forestland in El Dorado and Placer Counties, Humann is 
stationed at the Placerville Airport and has been working 
nonstop, pulling water out of local reservoirs and dumping 
it on the raging fire.

“What’s been the most dramatic difference with the King 
Fire as opposed to others I’ve worked on has been the 
extended fire behavior in areas with heavy timber,” said 
Humann. The torching on this fire have been unbelievable.  



The flames torching off from the trees have been 300 feet up 
in the air because of the lack of moisture.”

He says this crown fire is different simply because of the 
extended drought season and lack of moisture in the trees.  
Also contributing to the fire behavior has been the steep 
canyons which preheat trees further upslope, channel the 
winds up canyons, and make access difficult for ground  
resources.
 
The King fire encompasses multiple ownerships, so CAL 
FIRE manages the fire to work across jurisdictions with the 
United States Forest Service and Bureau of Land Manage-
ment to contain the fire.

Humann works under the Unified Incident Command  
System, commonly used to manage large scale emergen-
cies involving overlapping jurisdictions, and is part of more 
than 20 aerial assets that rotate shifts and water drops  
continuously on the King Fire, which is was fully contained 
after burning more than 97,000 acres.
 
THE USE OF FIRE

Firefighting is usually associated with putting out fires, but 
there are other aspects of the job that require setting fires 
for beneficial use.

With the help of a helitorch and gel attached to the aircraft, 
fire pilots help conduct prescribed burns to burn excess 
forest fuels on the forest floor to reduce the fire risk.

Fire is also commonly applied in combination with 
hand-clearing or mechanical mastication treatments where 
fuels are chopped and arranged close to the surface before 
igniting, to ensure a more complete and uniform combus-
tion of fuels.

INDUSTRY CHANGES

Over his nine years of working with CAL FIRE, Humann has 
seen his share of changes to the fire pilot profession.

Most recently, their choppers have been outfitted with  
rescue hoists.
 
On the King Fire, Humann has performed two aerial rescues 
of injured firefighters where he was able to move one to a 
waiting ambulance and the other to a local hospital.

He has also seen an extension of the fire season itself.
  
“What used to just be a summer fire season, has now turned 
into more of a year-round operation,” said Humann. “The 

drought and excess fuels on the ground have us fighting 
fires into the winter months.”

“CAL FIRE is currently looking to replace our workhorse 
fleet of helicopters to take our program forward for the 
next 20 years,” said Humann. “The new fleet of aircraft 
will continue to help the state address the changing  
climate and the reality of large, damaging wildfires.”

Tom Humann is obviously a very skilled fire pilot that works 
to balance his own safety, and the safety of ground and 
air crews, while working to protect our forests from fire.

His job is becoming increasingly vital as crews work to 
contain fires in rough terrain. Humann, along with every 
firefighter in the sky or on the ground are heroes in the 
eyes of so many and for that we thank them.
 
“What I loved most about being a Marine was working 
with a crew, where all of us watched out for each other, 
and we were all dedicated to accomplishing the mission. 
Being the pilot-in-command on a CAL FIRE helitack crew 
gives me the same thing, and enables me to do it where it 
directly helps the people of California.”


